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1. INTRODUCTION 
Since the fact that the age structure of a population affects the dynamics of disease transmission 
was recognized [1-3], various age-structured pidemic models have been investigated by many 
authors, and a number of papers have been published on finding the threshold conditions for 
the disease to become ndemic, describing the stability of steady-state solutions, and analyzing 
the global behavior of these age-structured pidemic models (see [4-17]). We may find that the 
epidemic models that  most authors discussed mainly  include S-I-S [4-8] and S- I -R [9-14], that  
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is, the total population of a country or a district was subdivided into two or three compartments 
containing susceptibles, infectives, or immunes, it was assumed that there is no latent class, so a 
person who catches the disease becomes infectious instantaneously. In fact, many diseases, uch 
as measles and mumps, have a latent period, a period during which individuals are exposed to the 
disease but are not yet infectious. Therefore, it is necessary and also it is of practical significance 
to consider the dynamic behavior about the age-structured pidemic model with latent period 
(i.e., the age-structured SEIR epidemic model). We note that the SEIR-type age-independent 
epidemic models have already been investigated by many authors (see [18-20]) and their threshold 
theorems are well obtained. However, the r~sults about age-structured SEIR epidemic models 
are comparatively scarce. We also notice that most existing results in the literature (cf. [6-9]) 
are based on the assumption of a separ~[a}e age-dependent transmission coefficient such that 
~(a,b) = f~l(a)f~2(b). Such a separable asstlmption has been proved to be equivalent to the 
assumption of a random mixing, whicl~ is less realistic. In this paper, there is assumed to be 
a nonseparable mixing function which is more general. This may cause some difficulties in the 
analysis of the model, especially in provirig the stability results and the existence of an endemic 
steady state. To our knowledge, only a few works have been done with such mixing functions in 
the literature. The main purpose of this paper is to consider the age-structured SEIR epidemic 
model with a nonseparable age-dependent transmission coefficient in a constant-sized population. 
By using the semigroup theory, spectrum theory, and positive cone theory in functional analysis,' 
we first establish the existence and uniqueness ofnonnegative solutions to ensure that the model 
equations are well-posed. Second, we obtain threshold conditions in the sense that if the spectral 
radius of the operator T, r(T), is less than 1, the zero solution is the only nonnegative solution, 
and if r(T) > 1, there exists a unique positive steady-state solution, by investigating the existence 
of such steady-state solutions. Finally, we complete the stability analysis in Theorem 5.8 so that 
r(T) is the reproductive number such that if r(T) < 1, the infection-free equilibrium is locally 
asymptotically stable, and if r(T) > 1, the infection-free equilibrium is unstable and a positive 
endemic solution appears, which is locally asymptotically stable under a certain condition given 
in Assumption 5.4. In a sense, we have examined that Greenhalgh's conjectures [11] for an 
age-structured SIR-type epidemic model are still valid for the age-structured SEIR model. 
2. THE MODEL 
We subdivide a closed population into four compartments containing susceptible, xposed, in- 
fective, and recovered individuals. We assume that the population is in a stationary demographic 
state. Let N(a), 0 < a < rm (rm denotes the highest age attained by the individuals in the pop- 
ulation) be the density with respect o the age of the total number of individuals. Under our 
assumptions, N(a) satisfies 
N(a) = #*Nexp ( -  ~oa#(a) da) , (2.1) 
where #(a) denotes the instantaneous death rate at age a of the population, the constant N is the 
total size of the population, and #* is the crude death rate. We assume that #(a) is nonnegative, 
locally integrable on [0, rm), and satisfies 
~o ~ ~(a) da = +~.  
The crude death rate is determined such that 
~0 rm #* f(a) da = 1, 
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where f(a) = exp(- J0 a #(a) do) is the survival function which is the proportion of individuals 
who survive to age a. Then we have the relation 
g(a) = #*gf(a) .  (2.2) 
Next let S(a, t), E(a, t), I(a, t), and R(a, t) be the age-densities of the susceptible, the latent, the 
infected, and the immune population, respect!vely, at time t, so that 
N(a) = S(a, t) + E(a, t) + I(a, t) + R(a, t). (2.3) 
Let a -1 and 7 -1 be the average latent period and the average infectious period, respectively. Let 
~(a, b) be.the age-dependent transmission coefficient, hat is, the probability that a susceptible 
person of age a meets an infectious person of age b and becomes latent, per unit of time. Define 
the force of infectious A(a, t) by 
for" )~(a, t) = ~(a, a)I(a, t) do. (2.4) 
Then the transmission from the susceptible to the latent state is a Poisson process, i.e., the 
probability that a susceptible individual becomes latent during the small interval (a, a + da) at 
time t is A(a, t) da. Moreover, we assume that the death rate of the population is not affected 
by the presence of the disease. Under the above assumption, the spread of the disease can be 
described by the system of partial differential equations: 
OS(a,t) OS(a,t) 
T + O----'if-- - (#(a) + )~(a, t))S(a, t), (2.5a) 
OE(a,o~t) + OE(a,o~t) = )~(a, t)S(a, t) - (#(a) + a)E(a, t), (2.5b) 
~ t) OI(a,o___a__t) = aS(a, t) - (#(a) + 7)I(a, t), (2.5c) 
OR(a,t) OR(a,t) 
O----t--- + O---if-- = 71(a, t) - #(a)R(a, t), (2.5d) 
with boundary conditions 
S(0, t) = #*N, E(0, t) = 0, I(0, t) = 0, R(0, t) = 0. (2.6) 
Consider the fractions of susceptible, latent, infectious, and immune population at age a and 
time t: 
I(a,t) R(a,t) s(a, t) = S(a, t) e(a, t) = E(a, t) i(a, t) = - -  r(a, t) = ~ .  
N(a) ' N(a) ' N(a) ' N(a) 
Then system (2.5a)-(2.5d) can be written in a simpler form 
Os(a,ot + O ~  = t )  s(a, t) -)~(a, t)s(a, t), (2.7a) 
Oe(a, t) Oe(a, t) 
+ Oa~ = ~(a,t)s(a,t) - ae(a,t), (2.7b) 
~ t) Oi(a,o_._...a._t) = ae(a, t) - 7i(a, t), (2.7c) 
~ t) Or(a,o_m_d --t) = 7i(a, t), (2.7d) 
s(0, t) = 1, e(0,t)  = 0, i(0, t) = 0, r(0, t) = 0, (2.8) 
where 
~0 r~ A(a, t) = 13(a, a)N(a)i(a, t) do, N(a) = Iz*N f(a), 
s(a, t) + e(a, t) + i(a, t) + r(a, t) = 1. 
In the following, we mainly consider system (2.7a)-(2.Td) with the initial conditions 
s(a,0) = so(a), e(a,O) = eo(a), i(a,O) = io(a), r(a,O) = ro(a). 
(2.9) 
(2.10) 
(2.11) 
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3. EX ISTENCE AND UNIQUENESS OF  
NONNEGATIVE  SOLUTION 
In this section, we shall show that the initial-boundary value problem (2.7a)-(2.Td), (2.8), 
and (2.11) has a unique solution. First we note that it suffices to consider the system in terms 
of only s(a, t), e(a, t), and i(a, t) since, once these functions are known, r(a, t) can be obtained 
by r(a, t) = 1 - s(a, t) - e(a, t) - i(a, t): 
First we introduce a new variable ~ by ~(a, t) = s(a, t) - 1. Then we obtain the new system 
for ~(a, t), e(a, t), and i(a, t), 
O~(a,t) O~(a,t) 
Ot Oa 
Oe(a, t) Oe(a, t) 
Ot Oa 
Oi(a, t) Oi(a, t) 
- - - J - -  
at aa 
= -)~(a, t) (~(a, t) + 1), 
-- A(a,t) (~(a,t) + 1) - ae(a,t), 
= ae(a, t) - 7i(a, t), 
(3.1a) 
(3.1b) 
(3.1c) 
t) = 0, e(0, t) = 0, i(0,t) = 0. 
Let us consider the initial-boundary value problem of the system composed of (3.1a)-(3.1c) as 
an abstract Cauchy problem on the Banach space X = LI(0, rm) x LI(0, rm) x LI(0, rm) with 
3 the norm [JCJ[ -- ~-~i=1 [[¢i[[1 for ¢(a) = (¢l(a),¢2(a),¢3(a)) ~"• X, where []. JJl is the ordinary 
norm of LI(0, rm). Let A be a linear operator defined by 
d(~l (a) 
daa¢2(a) , ]  
(A¢)(a) = ~ (3.2) 
d¢3(a) 7¢3(a) )
da 
¢(a) = (¢1(a), ¢2(a), ¢3(a)) ~ • D(A), 
where p~ is the transpose of the vector p and the domain D(A) is given as 
D(A) = {¢ E X J ¢i is absolutely continuous on [0, rm), ¢(0) = (0, 0, 0)r}. 
Suppose that ~(a,b) E L°°((O, rm) x (O, rm)). We define a nonlinear operator F : X --* X by 
~-  (P¢3) (a)(1 + el(a)) ~ . 
(F¢)(a) = / (P¢3) (a)(1 + ¢1(a)) J , ¢ E X, 
/ 
\ 
(3.3) 
where P is a bound linear operator on Ll(O, rm) given by 
~0 r~ (Pf)(a) = j3(a, a)N(a)f(a)  da. (3.4) 
Note that Pf  E L°°(o, rm) for f E Ll(O, rm), and hence, the nonlinear operator F is defined 
on the whole space X. Let u(t) = (~(-, t), e(., t), i(., t)) r E X. Then we can rewrite the initial- 
boundary value problem (3.1a)-(3.1c) as the abstract semilinear initial value problem in X: 
du( t )  = Au(t) + F(u(t)), u(0) = e x ,  (3.5) 
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where uo(a) = (~o(a), eo(a), io(a)) r, ~0(a) = so(a) - 1. It is easily seen that the operator A is the 
infinitesimal generator of Co-semigroup Tit), t _> 0, and F is continuously Frechet differentiable 
on X. Then for each Uo E X, there exists a maximal interval of existence [0,t0), and a unique 
continuous mild solution t --* u(t, Uo) from [0, to) to X such that 
~0 tu (t, uo) = T(t)uo + T(t - s)F (u (s, u0)) ds, (3.6) 
for all t E [0,to) and either to = +oo or limt_~t ° Ilu(t, u0)ll = ~.  Moreover, if uo e D(A), then 
u(t, uo) E D(A) for 0 < t < to and the function t --* u(t, u0) is continuously differentiable and 
satisfies (3.5) on [0,to) (see [14, p. 194, Proposition 4.16]). 
LEMMA 3.1. Let ~ = {(~,e,i) E X I ~ -> -1,  e _> 0, i > 0} and let ~0 = {(~,e,i) E X [ 
-1  < ~ < 0, 0 < e < 1, 0 < i < 1}. Then the mild solution u(t, uo),uo E ~ of (3.5) enters ~0 
after a finite time and the set ~o is positively invariant. 
PROOF. From (2.7a), we have the representation 
exp( - foA(P , t -a+p)  dp), t>a ,  
( '  ) s(a,t)= so(a - t )exp- foA(a - t+p,p)dp ,  a>t ,  
(3.7) 
which shows that ~(a, t) > -1  when so(a) >_ O. From (3.1c), we get 
i(a, t) = { ~. fo e(p, t - a + p)exp (-7(at - p)) dp, t > a, 
~0(a - t) exp(-Tt) + ~ fo e(a - t + p,p) exp ( -7( t  - p)) dp, t < a. 
(3.8) 
Substituting (3.8) into (2.9) and then defining 
t) = (Qe)(a, t), 
where Q is a transformation from e(a,t) to A(a,t). Then, we can write (3.1b) as an abstract 
Cauchy problem 
de(t) = Be(t) + (Qe(t) (1 + ~(t)) 
dt 
e(O) = eo e Ll(O, rm), 
where the operator B is defined by 
d 
B= - - -  -o~, 
da 
D(B)  = {¢ • I ¢ is absolutely continuous on and ¢(0) -- 0}.  
Then we obtain 
e(t) = S(t)e(O) + S(t - r)(Qe(r)) (1 + ~(r)) dr, (3.9) 
where S(t) = exp(tB) is the positive C0-semigroup generated by the closed operator B. If we 
assume that ~(t) >_ -1, e0 _> 0, and io _> 0, (3.9) shows that e(t) is also positive because S(t), 
t _> 0, and Q are positive, and e(t) can be obtained by monotone iteration 
 o(t) = eo, 
en+l(t) = S(t)eo + Sit - r)(QS(r)en(T)) (1 + ~(v)) dr, n=0,1 ,2  . . . .  
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Consequently, thanks to the positivity of e(t) and (3.8), we know that i(t) is also positive. Hence, 
we obtain that u(t, uo) E ~ for all t > 0 when u0 E 12. Next, let w(t) = ~(t) + e(t) + i(t). Then 
we have 
dw(t) = Cw(t) - "yi(t), w(O) = ~o(a) + co(a) + io(a) e LI(0, rm), (3.10) 
dt 
where the operator C is given by 
d 
C-  
da ' 
D(C) = {¢ E LI(0, rm) [¢  is absolutely continuous on [0, rm) and ¢(0) = 0}. 
From (3.10), it follows that 
w(t) = U(t)w(O) - U(t - s)Ti(s) ds <_ U(t)w(O), (3.11) 
where U(t), t >_ 0 is the positive C0-semigroup generated by the operator C. Since U(t) is a 
nilpotent ranslation semigroup, we have w(t)(a) < ~o(a - t) + eo(a - t) + io(a - t), a > t, and 
w(t) < 0 for t > rm. Then it follows that the mild solution u(t, uo), uo E f~ enters f~0 for t > w, 
and if u0 E f~0, then u(t, uo) E ~o for all t _> 0. This completes the proof of Lemma 3.1. 
By the above lemma, we know that the norm of the local solution u(t, uo), uo E D(A) n f~, 
of (3.5) is finite as long as it is defined. Thus, we arrive at the following result. 
THEOREM 3.2. The abstract Cauchy problem (3.5) has a unique global classical solution on X 
with respect to initial data uo E f~ M D(A). 
Therefore, it follows immediately that the initial-boundary value problem (2.7)-(2.9) has a 
unique positive global solution with respect o the positive initial data. 
4. EX ISTENCE OF  STEADY STATES 
Let u* -- (s*(a), e*(a), i*(a)) be the steady-state solution for equation (2.Ta)-(2.7d). Then it 
is easy to verify the following: 
( ~0 a ) s*(a) = exp - A*(a) da , (4.1a) 
i o ( / / )  e*(a) -=- exp( -a (a -  a))A*(q)exp - A*(~)d~] da, (4.1b) 
i*(a) = foalr(a,a)A*(a)exp ( -  ~A*(~l)d~l) da, (4.1c) 
where 
~0 Tm A* (a) = /~(a, a)N(a)i* (a) da, 
zr(a, ~]) = (~ exp(-~(a - a)) exp( -a (a  - 7/)) da. 
(4.1d) 
(4.1e) 
Substituting (4.1c) into (4.1d) and changing the order of integration, we obtain an equation 
for A*(a). 
A" (a) = ~or" ¢(a,a)A'(a) exp ( -  ~oa A*(~l) d~l) da, (4.2) 
where 
¢(a, a) = ~(a, ~)N(~)lr(~, a) d~. (4.3) 
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From (4.1d), it follows that [A*(a)[ < #*N[[/~[[ooi[i*[[l, where [[. [[oo, ][" [[1 denote an L°C-norm 
and an Ll-norm, respectively..Then it follows from i* E Ll(O, rm) that A* E L~(O, rm). It is 
clear that one solution of (4.2) is A*(a) = 0, which corresponds to the equilibrium state with no 
disease. In order to investigate a nontrivial solution for (4.2), we define a nonlinear operator (I)(x) 
in the Banach space X = LI(0, rm) with the positive cone X+ = {!b E X, ¢ > 0, a.e.} by 
/? (/0 ) (¢x)(a) = ¢(a,a)x(a)exp - x(rl) drl da, x E X. (4.4) 
Since the range of ¢ is included in L°°(O, rm), the solutions of (4.2) correspond to fixed points 
of the operator (I). Observe that the operator (l} has a positive linear majorant T defined by 
(Tx)(a) = ¢(a, a)x(a) da, x E X. (4.5) 
Here we summarize the Perron-Frobenius theory for positive operators in an ordered Banach 
space as long as it is needed for our purpose. Let X be a real or complex Banach space and 
let X* be its dual, i.e., the space of all linear functionals on X. The value of F E X* at !b E X 
is deno~ted by (F, ¢}. A close subset X+ is called a cone if the following hold: 
(1) x+ + X+ c X+, 
(2) AX+ C X+ for A > 0, 
(a) x+ n ( -x+)  = {o}, 
(4) x+ # {0}. 
We write x < y if and only if y - x E X+ and write x < y if y - x E X+ \ {0}. The cone X+ 
is called total if the set {¢ - ¢ [ ¢, ¢ E X+} is dense in X+. The dual cone X~_ is the subset 
of X* consisting of all positive linear functionals on X, i.e., F E X~_ if and only if F E X* and 
(F, ¢} > 0 for all ¢ E X+. ~b E X+ is called a nonsupporting point (or a quasi-interior point) if 
(F, ¢} > 0 for all F E X~_ \ {0}. A positive linear functional F E X~_ is called strictly positive if 
(F, ¢) > 0 for all ¢ E X+ \ {0}. Let B(X)  be the set of bounded linear operators of X into X. 
T E B(X)  is called positive with respect o the cone X+ if T(X+) C X+. We say T > S if 
(T - S)X+ C X+ for S, T E B(X).  We denote the spectral radius of T E B(X)  by r(T). 
DEFINITION 4.1. A positive operator T E B(X)  is called semi-nonsupporting f and only if for 
every pair ¢ E X+ \ {0}, F E X~ \ {0}, there exists a positive integer p = p(¢,F)  such that 
(F, TP¢} > O. A positive operator T E B(X)  is called nonsupporting ff and only if for every pair 
¢ E X+ \ {0}, F E X~_ \ {0}, there exists an integer p = p(~,F) such that (F, Tn¢>> 0 for all 
n>_p. 
The reader may refer to [21,22] for the proof of the following theorem. 
THEOREM 4.2. Let the cone X+ be total, T E B(E) be seminonsupporting with respect o X+, 
and let r(T) be a pole of the resolvent R(A, T). Then the following hold. 
(1) r(T) E Pa(T) \ {0}, r(T) is a simple pole of: the resolvent. 
(2) The eigenspace corresponding tor(T) is one dimensional nd the corresponding eigenvector 
E X+ is a nonsupporting point. The relation T¢ = #¢ with ¢ E X+ implies that ¢ = c¢ 
for some constant c. 
(3) The eigenspace of T* corresponding to r(T) is also a one-dimensional subspace of: X* 
spanned by a strictly positive f:unctional F E X*. 
(4) Assume that X is a Banach lattice. I f  T E B(X)  is nonsupporting, then the peripheral 
spectrum o fT  consists only of:r(T), i.e., [A] < r(T) for A E a(T) \ {r(T)}. 
The following comparison theorem is due to [23]. 
THEOREM 4.3. Suppose that X is a Banach lattice. Let S and T be positive operators in B(X) .  
(1) If S < T, then r(S) < r(T). 
(2) If S and T axe semi-nonsupporting operators, then S < T, S ~ T implies that r( S) < r(T). 
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After the above preparations, we first consider the nature of the majorant operator T defined 
by (4.5). In the following, we shall make an assumption. 
ASSUMPTION 4.4, 
(1) 
(2) 
f l(a,f) E L°~ [(0, rm) x (0, rm)]. 
(3) 
limo for~ lfl(a + h,~ ) - fl(a,~ )l da = O , uniformly for ~ E n. 
where fl is extended by fl(a, ~) = 0 for a, 4 E (-oo, O) U (rm, +oo). 
There exist numbers a with rm > ~ > 0 and e > 0 such that 
fl(a, 4) >- e, for a/most ali (a, ~) E (0, rm) x (rm - ~, rm). 
Then we can prove the following. 
LEMMA 4.5. Under Assumption 4.4, the operator T : X --+ X is nonsupporting and compact. 
PROOF. Define the positive linear functional F E X~_ by 
fO TM (F, ¢> = g(a)¢(a) da, 
( 
(4.6) 
(4.7) 
(F,x>e < Tx, e = I E X+, x E X+. 
Then for any integer n, we have 
T"+Ix  > (F,x>(F,e>"e. 
Therefore, we obtain <G, Tnx) > 0, n > 1 for every pair x E X+ \ {0}, G E X~_ \ {0}, that is, 
T is nonsupporting. Next observe that 
0 TM ]¢(a + h,a) - ¢(a,a)] da 
/?/? < #*N~rm lfl(a + h,4) - fl(a,~)[ d~da. 
In order to prove the compactness of T, we identify the Banach space X with the subspace 
of LI(R) such that X = {~b E LI(R)  ] ¢(a) = 0 for a E (-oo, 0) U (rm, oo)}. Then we can 
interpret T as an operator on LI(R) such that X is its invariant subspace, so it is sufficient o 
(4.10) 
where g(a) is given by 
g(a) -- s(~)N(~)~r(G a) dG (4.9) 
where the function s(4) is defined as s(f) = 0, ~ E (0, rm - ~), s(4) = e, 4 E [rm - ~, rm). Hence, 
fl(a, 4) >- s(4) for almost all (a, 4) E (0, rm) x (0, rm). Since g(a) > 0 for all a E [0, rm), the 
functional F is strictly positive and 
¢ e x,  (4.s) 
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show that the operator T is compact in LI(R). Let K be a bounded subset of LI(R). Then it 
follows immediately that T(K) is also a bounded subset. Observe that 
/R ,(Tx)(a + h) - (Tx)(a), da < /R /R  ,¢(a + h, a) -¢(a ,a) ,  Ix(a), da da 
<[[xI[ sup / [¢ (a+h,a) -¢ (a ,a ) ida .  
0<cr<rm JR 
Together with conditions (4.6) and (4.10), it follows that T(K) is an equicontinuous family in 
Ll-norm. Moreover, it follows from T(K) C X that 
J~la I(Tx) (a) l da = O, x e K. 
I>rm 
Thus, we can apply the compactness criterion by Frechet-Kolmogorov [24, p. 275], that is, T(K) 
is relatively compact in L I(R). Thus, T is a compact operator. This completes the proof. 
From Theorem 4.2, it follows that the spectral radius r(T) of operator T is the only positive 
eigenvalue with a positive eigenvector and also an eigenvalue of the dual operator T* with a 
strictly positive eigenfunctional. Now we can prove the following. 
THEOREM 4.6. THRESHOLD RESULTS. Let r(T) be the spectra/radius of the operator T defined 
by (4.5). Then the following holds. 
(1) If r(T) < 1, the only nomaegative solution x of the equation x = ¢(x ) is the trivia/solution 
x=_O. 
(2) If r(T) > 1, the equation x = ¢(x) has at least one nonzero positive solution. 
PROOF. Suppose that r(T) < 1. It is easily checked that Tx - ¢(x) E X+ \ {0} for x E X+ \ {0}. 
If there exists a xo E X+ \ {0} being a solution of x = ~(x), then x0 = ~(xo) < T(xo). Let 
F~ EX*  + \ {0} be the adjoint eigenvector f T corresponding to r(T). Taking duality pairing, we 
find 
(F~),T (xo) - Xo> = ((T* - I*) F~,xo> = (r(T) - 1)<F~),Xo) > O, 
because T(xo) - Xo E X+ \ {0} and F~ is strictly positive. Then we have r(T) > 1, which is a 
contradiction. This shows that (1) holds. 
Next we assume that r(T) > 1, under Assumption 4.4, in the same manner as the proof of 
Lemma 4.5, we can see that the operator ¢ is a completely continuous operator in the Banach 
space X. Moreover, if we define the number M0 by 
M0 = sup ¢(a, a) da, 
0<a<rrn 
the set [2 = {x 6 X I 0 < x, Ilxll _< M0} is invariant (in fact, (I)(X+) C [2) under the operator (I). 
We define an operator (I)r by 
{ ~)(x), if Ilxll _> r, x ~ x+,  
Cr(x) = ~(x) + (r - Ilxll)x0, if Ilzll -< r, x ~ X+, 
where Xo is the positive eigenvector f T corresponding to r(T) > 1. Then ¢r is also completely 
continuous and transmissions the set f~r = {x E X ['0 < x, Ilxll -< M0 + rllx011} into itself. Since 
f~r is bounded, convex, and closed in X, Cr has a fixed point xr E f~r (Schauder's fixed-point 
theorem). Observe that the Frechet derivative of (I)(x) at x = 0 is the operator T and T does not 
have eigenvectors in X+ corresponding to the eigenvalue one. Then we can apply the method of 
[25, Theorem 4.11], and it can be shown that the norms of these fixed points are greater than r 
if r is sufficiently small. That is, • has a positive fixed point. This completes the proof. 
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Subsequently, in order to investigate the uniqueness problem for nontrivial positive fixed points 
of the operator ~, we introduce the concept of concave operator (see [25]). 
DEFINITION 4.7. Let X+ be a cone in a real Baiiach space X and < be the partial ordering 
defined by X+. A positive operator A : X+ ~ X+ is called a concave operator ff there exists a 
u0 E X+ \ {0} which satisfies the [ollowing. 
(1) For any x E X+ \ {0}, there exist a = a(x) > 0 and/3 = ~(x) > 0 such that auo <_ Ax < 
~Uo, that is, Ax is comparable with uo. 
(2) A(tx) > tAx for 0 < t < 1 and for every x E X+ such that 
~(z)uo < z < ~(z)uo, (~(z) > o, ~(z) > o). 
LEMMA 4.8. (See [25].) Suppose that the operator A ; X+ ~ X+ is monotone and concave. If 
for any x E X+ satisfying aluo < x </~lUO (al = al(x) > 0,/31 =/~l(x) > 0), and 0 < t < 1, 
there exists ~/= ~/(x, t) > 0 such that 
A(tx) > tAx + ~luo, (4.11) 
then A has at most one positive fixed point. 
Here, we make another assumption. 
ASSUMPTION 4.9. For ali (a, a) E [0, rm) x [0, rm), the inequality 
~ r,~ ~)N(~) exp (-7(~ - a)) d~ - ¢(a, a) > (4.12) ~(a, 0 
holds. 
Then we can prove the following. 
THEOREM 4.10. Suppose that Assumption 4.9 holds. If r(T) > 1, then ~ has only one positive 
fixed point. 
PROOF. From Lemma 4.8 and Theorem 4.6, it is sufficient o show that under Assumption 4.9, 
the operator ¢ is a monotone concave operator satisfying condition (4.10). From (4.4), (4.3), 
and (4.1e), it follows that 
q~(x)(a) = for'~ ¢(a,a)x(a)exp ( -  foaX(71) d~) da 
=-¢(a,a) exp ( -~0 a x(~/)dz]) : : : "  + for,, exp ( -~o" x(~l)d~l) d¢(a ,a)da  
-=¢(a,O)-¢(a, rm)exp( -~r~x(~?)d~l )+~r"exp( -~ax(~I )d~)  
=-¢(a,O)-a~r'exp(-~ax(~l)d~I)[~r'~13(a,~)N(~)exp(-7(~-a))d~ 
r z' ] -a  8(a,()N(() exp(-3 ' ( ( -~/) )  .exp( -a (~/ -¢ ) )  dTId~ da 
O'er 
=¢(a,O)-afor 'exp(-foaX(71)dzl)  
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from which, together with Assumption 4.9, we know that (I) is a monotonic operator. 
from (4.4) and (4.3), we observe that 
~(x)uo < ~(x)(a) < ~(x)uo, 
where u0 - 1 and 
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Next 
~(x) = M ~or"h(a)x(a) exp ( -  /ax(??) d~?) da. 
Here M = ess sup ~(a, b) < +~,  g(a) is given by (4.9) and h(v') is defined by 
h(a) = N(~)r(~,a)d~. 
It follows that a(x) > 0 and/~(x) > 0 for x E X+ \ {0}. Moreover, we obtain 
¢(tx)(a)-t¢(x)(a)=t/0 TM ¢(a,a)x(a)exp ( -~o~X(~)d~)[exp  ( ( l - t )9~oax(~)d~) -1]  da 
> t ~o TM g(a)x((7)exp (-~axOT)d~]) [exp ( (1 -  t)~0a x(??)d~?)-1] do', 
from which we conclude that ~ is a concave operator and condition (4.11) is satisfied by letting 
u0 = 1 and 
,(x,t) = t /or'g(a)x(a)exp (-/~x(rl)d~)[exp ( (1 -  t ) fo~X(~)d~) -1]  da. 
This completes the proof of Theorem 4.10. 
We now determine what kind of conditions could guarantee Assumption 4.9. We say that if 
/~(a, ~)N(~) is continuous and nonincreasing as a function of ~ e (0, rm), then Assumption 4.9 
holds. In the following, we will show this by considering two cases: ~ = c~ and 7 ~ a. 
CASE 1: ~/-- a. By (4.12), (4.3), (4.1e), and the mean value theorem, we have 
jfr"/~(a, ~)N(~) exp (-~/(~ - a)) d~ - ¢(a, a) 
= B(a, ( )N(( )  [exp (-'~(( - a)) - ~r((, a)] d( 
fa TM = ~(a, ( )N(()  [exp ( -a ( (  - a)) - ~ exp (-c~(( - a)) (( - a)] d( 
f 
a+l/~ 
= j3(a, ~)N(~) exp ( -a (~ - cr)) [1 - a(~ - a)] d~ 
-/O" 
+ j3(a, ~)N(~) exp (-(~(~ - a)) [1 - ~(~ - a)] d~ 
a+l/a 
f 
a+l/a 
=/~(a,~l)N(~l) exp ( -~(~ - a)) [1 - (~(~ - a)] d~ 
-~'O* 
+ ;3 (a, ~2) N (~2) --/r.~ exp (-=~(~ - a)) [1 - ~(~ - a)] d~ 
Ja+l/a 
= ~ (a, ~ ) N (~). lo~e + ~(a, (~)N ((2) (rm - a) exp ( -c~ (r,~ - a)) - ~ee 
[1 1] >_ ~ (a, ~) N (~2) ~ee + (rm - a) exp (-c~ (rm - a)) - ~ 
= B(a,(~)N((~) (rm - a) exp (-c~ (rm - a)) _> 0. 
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In the above calculation, we applied the continuous and nonincreasing of/~(a,~)N(~) on ~, i.e., 
~1 _ ~2 implies fl(a,~l)N(~l) :> fl(a,~2)N(~2) for Va E (O, rm). 
CASE 2 :7  ~ a. Without loss of generality, we assume that ~/> a, the discussion for a > 7 is 
similar to 7 > a. Note that 
~ r,, j3(a, ~)N(~) exp ( -a (~ - a)) d~ ¢(a, a) 
= ~(a, ( )N(( )  exp ( -7 ( (  - a)) - - -  
It is easy to check that the function 
OL 
7-a  
exp( -a (~ - a))] d~. 
f(~) = ~/ exp ( -7(~ - ~)) - - -  
7--c~ 
has the following properties. 
(1) There exists only one zero point 
Oe 
exp (--(~(~ -- a)) 
ln7 - I ns  
~o = +a,  ",/- oL 
on (a; rm). 
(2) f(~) has only one minimal value point 
~min = 6r + 
and its minimal value is 
2(ln 7 - In a) 
on rm),  
] (& in )  = 
(3) f(~) is monotone decreasing on (or, ~rain) and is monotone increasing on (~min, rm). 
From the above discussion of f(~) and the mean value theorem, we have 
a exp ( -a (~ - a))] d~ 
" "Y exp (--'?(~ - a)) 7-c~ 
~o/~(a, ~)N(~) ~/_ ~ - - -  
fl(a, f )Y ( f )  _ exp (-~/(f - ~)) - ~------:_ 
J¢o 
=/~ (a,~l) N(~I) exp (-~(~ - a)) V~ 
+ (a, N exp  - - 
[~ . .~ 1 exp( -7 ( rm-a) ) ]  _>/~(a,~2)g(~2) 1 exp( -a ( rm -a ) )  - ~ / -a  
>0.  
In particular, Assumption 4.9 holds if/~ is independent of age of infectives a, because N(a) is a 
decreasing function. 
The assumption that fl(a, ~)N(~) is nonincreasing on ~ implies that the number of age a infected 
by younger individuals is always greater than the number of those infected by older individuals. 
This assumption may not be realistic for some diseases. Here we only use it to explain the fact 
that there are many functions which satisfy Assumption 4.9. 
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5. STABILITY ANALYSIS FOR EQUILIBRIUM SOLUTIONS 
In order to investigate the local stability of the equilibrium solutions (s*(a), e*(a), e*(a)) ~" of 
(2.1a)-(2.7c), we first rewrite (2.7a)-(2.7c) into equations for small perturbations. Let 
~(a, t) = s*(a) + ¢(a, t), 
From (2.7a)-(2.7c), we have 
O¢(a,t) O¢(a,t) - - 4  
Ot Oa 
O~(a,t) O~(a,t) 
Ot Oa 
05(a, t) 05(a, t) 
Ot Oa 
e(a, t) = e* (a) + ~(a, t), i(a, t) = i* (a) + 5(a, t). 
= -A(a, t)[~(a, t) + s*(a)] - A*(a)~(a, t),. (5.1a) 
= A(a,t)[¢(a,t) + s*(a)] + A*(a)¢(a,t) - a~(a,t),  (5.1b) 
= aT?(a, t) - 75(a, t), (5.1c) 
where 
j~0 rm ~0 rm A(a, t) = ~(a, a)N(a)5(a, t) de, A* (a) = ]~(a, a)N(a)i* (cr) da, 
¢(o, t) = o, 7(0, t) = o, ~(o, t) = o. 
Therefore, we can formulate (5.1a)-(5.1c) 
space X. 
du(t) = Au(t) + G(u(t)), 
dt 
where the generator A is defined by 
(A¢)(a) = ( d¢l(a)da ' d¢2(a)da 
as an abstract semilinear problem on the Banach 
u(t) = (¢(t), •(t), 5(t))* • X,  (5.2) 
T 
~¢2(a), d¢3(a) _ 7Ca(a) (5.3) 
da 
with the domain 
D(A) = {¢ • X ¢i is absolutely continuous on [0, rm), i = 1, 2, 3, ¢(0) = 0}. 
The nonlinear term G is defined as 
G(u) = ( -  (Pu3) (Ul + 8")  - -  .~*Ul, (Pu3) (ul + s*) + A*ul,~u2) T , (5.4) 
for u = (ul,u2,u3) T • X ,  where the operator P is defined by (3.4). The linearized equation 
around u = 0 is given by 
d 
-~u(t) = (A + C)u(t), (5.5) 
where the bounded linear operator C is the Frechet derivative of G(u) at u = 0 and given by 
Cu = ( -  (Pu3) s* - )~*Ul, (Pu3) s* + )~*Ul, C[U2) ~- . 
Now let us consider the resolvent equation for A + C 
(A I -A -C)¢=¢,  ¢•D(A) ,  CEX,  
Then we have 
gel(a) 
d---~ + (A + A*(a))el(a) = ¢1(a) - (P¢3)(a)s*(a), 
d¢2(a) 
da 
d¢3(a) 
da 
• c. (5.6) 
+ (A + ~)¢2(a) = ¢2(a) + (P¢3) (a)s*(a) + A*(a)¢l(a), 
+ (~ + ~)¢3(a) = ¢~(a) + ~¢2(a), 
(5.7a) 
(5.7b) 
(5.7c) 
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From (5.7a), we obtain 
/o ° el(a) = exp(-Aa)II(a) [¢1(a) - (P¢3) (a)II(a)] exp(Aa)II-l(a) da, 
where II(a) is defined by 
( /o + ) YI(a) -- exp - A*(a)da = s*(a). 
By (5.7b) and (5.7c), we get 
(5.8) 
where 
~0 ?'~L ~0 " J(a) = /3(a, a)N(a) exp(-(A + 7)(a - ~/))¢3(~})d~Ida, 
f /o + K(a) = c~ ~'~ fl(a, a)N(a) exp(-(A + ~,)(a - rl)) JO 
x exp(-(A + c~)(~ - ())¢2(() d~d~ dcr, 
/ ?  ; L(a) = a /~(a, a)N(a) exp(-(A + 7)(a - ~7)) 
× exp(-() ,  + c~)(n - ~)) (P¢3) (~)n(~) ~ dn a~, 
x~°) o f~ /o ° /o + = /~(a, a)N(a) exp(-(A + ~/)(a - ~/)) exp(-(A + a)(~/-  ~)) JO 
I+ x exp(-,~()II((),~* (() ¢~(p)exp(,~p)II-l(p)dp~dr~, 
Y(a) = -~ ~(a, ~)N(a) exp( - (1  + ~,)(a - ,1)) exp(-(,X + ~)(n - ()) 
i + 
x exp(-A~)II(()A*(() exp(Ap) (Pea) (P)dpd~d~lda. 
= fJo a exp(-(A + ~)(a - a)) [¢2(a) + (P¢3) (a)H(a) + A*(a)¢l(a)] da, (5.9) ¢2(a) 
--]oa exp(-(A + 7)(a - a)) [¢3(a) + c~¢2(a)] da. (5.10) ¢3(a)  
Substituting (5.8) and (5.9) into (5.10), we obtain 
- -  ~a  exp(-(A + "/)(a - cr))¢3(a ) da ¢3(a) 
--~a exp(-(A + "y)(a - a)) f~  exp(-(A + c~)(a - ~/))¢2(7})d~ida + ct 
/o ° /o + + c~ exp(-(A + 7)(a - a)) exp(-(A -{- ~)(a - ~)) (P¢3) (~/)l-I(~/) dnda 
/o a /o ° -{- a exp(--(A -{- "/)(a -- or)) exp(-~(A + a)(a -- n))exp(-A~})II(~/)A* (~/) (5.11) 
x .~" ¢1(~) exp(A~)II-I(~) d~d~Tda 
/o ° /o + - c~ exp(-(,~ + ~)(a - ~)) exp( - (a  + ~)(o - ,7))exp(-)~n)n(n)a*(,7) 
~ exp(A~) (P¢3) (~) d~ dT} x da. 
Using (5.11) and (3.4), we obtain 
(P¢3) (a) = J(a) + K(a) + L(a) + X(a) + Y(a), (5.12) 
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Define 
lr,x(a,~)=a exp(-(A + ~f)(cr - 7)) exp(-(A + a)(7 - ~)) dT, 
f rm O,~(a,7) = fl(a,a)N(e)exp(-(3, + 7)(a - 7))&r. 
Then we can rewrite the above representations for J(a), K(a), L(a), X(a), and Y(a) as 
J(a) = Z(a, a)N(a) exp(-(A + 7)(a - 7)) deCa(7) dr] 
./*'~ 0h(a, 7)¢3(7) dT, 
K(a) = JO f~(a,a)N(a) exp(-(A+7)(cr 7)) 
x exp(-(A + a)(7 - 4)) d7¢2(~) d~ de 
= ~rmfl(a,e)N(e, ~'~r),(e,,)¢2(,)d~ e 
= ~r'~ ir'~ /~(a,a)N(e)~(a,,) de¢2(,) d, 
= ¢~ (a, ~)¢2 (4) d~, 
L(a) = a ~(a, ~)N(e) exp(- ( ) ,  + ~)(~ - 7)) 
x exp(-(A + a)( 7 - 4)) d7 (P¢3) (~)H(~) d~da 
= --]ff" fi(a, e)N (e) --~" ~r~ (e, ~)(P¢3) (~)H(~) d~ da 
= Jo t~(a, )N(a) exp(-(A + ~/)(cr - ~7)) exp(-(A + a)( 7 - 4)) dr/ 
x exp(-,~()H(()A*(() ¢1(P) exp()~P)H-I(p) dpd~ da 
= .for"/3(a,e)N(a) ~oa ~r;~(e, ~)exp(-A¢)II(¢)A*(~)fo¢¢l(p)exp(Ap)II-l(p)dpd~ do" 
= for,,, ~rm 13(a,e)N(a)lr~(a, 4)de exp(-)~)II(~),~* (~) foe ¢~(p)exPC,~p)H-~(p)dpd~ 
= ~o r'~ ¢~(a,~) exp(-A~)II(~lA*(¢) fo¢¢~(p)exp(Ap)H-~(p)dpd~, 
Y(a) = -a  t~(a, a)N(a) exp(-()~ + ~)(a - 7)) exp(-(,X + a)(r~ - 4)) a7 
Z x exp(-A()II(()A*(() exp(Ap) (Pea) (P)dpd~da 
= - for'~3(a,e)N(a) ]~ ~-,x(e,~) exp(-A~)H(~)A (~) fo exp(Ap)(P¢3)(p)dpd~ e 
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=- for.. ~r.. fl(a, ¢)N (a)r A (a, ,) da exp(-A,)II(~)A* (~) jfo~ exp(Ap)(P¢3)(p)pd, 
= - ~or" CA (a, ~) exp(-A~)l'I(~)A* (~) jfo ~ exp(Ap) (P¢3) (p) dpd~. 
If we define linear operators on the Banach space L 1 ( 0, rm) by 
(S~¢) (a) = 8~(a, ~/)¢(~/) &/, 
(T~ ¢) (a) = Cx (a, ~)II(~)¢(~) d~, 
/? // (U~,¢) (a) = ¢~(a, ~) exp(-.M)II((),V(() ¢(p) exp(Ap) dpd~, 
(V~¢) (a) = (T~¢)(a) - (U~¢)(a), 
then the following expression holds: 
~0 ?~ 
(V~¢) (a) = X~ (a, p)¢(p) dp, 
where 
X;~ (a, p) = a H(~) exp(-A(~ - p)) fl(a, ~)g(a) Jp 
x [exp(-(A + 7)(a - ~)) - ~r~(a, ~)] dad,. 
It is not difficult to verify the above expression if we note that 
/? /0 (u~¢) (~) -- ¢~(a, () exp(-A~)H(()a*(~) ¢(p) exp(~p) do ~ 
Z' = -HCe)¢~ ( a, ~) exp(-A() ¢(p) exp(Ap) do 1~" 
¢(p) exp(Ap) d d~ 
=/or"[II(~)~-C~(a,~)exp(-A~)/o'OCp)exp(Ap)dp 
I' ] -AH(~)¢A (a, ~) exp(-A~) ¢(p) exp(Ap) dp + n(e)C~(a, ~)¢(¢1 d~ 
-  (TA¢)(a) + for.. I I ( , )~(a , , )exp( -A , ) J~o '  ¢(p) exp(Ap) dp df 
- A/or'~ llCf)CxCa, f)exPC-Af)/oe¢(p)exPCAp)dpd~ 
= (T~¢)(a)+ fo~ ll(f)[~l~(a,a)N(a)[-aexp(-(A + 7)(a - f) ) 
] // +(),+~)Tr~,(~,()l ~ exp(-),() ¢(p)expC,Xp)dp~ 
- A ~o rm rl(f)¢~ (a, ~) exp(-Af) ~o¢¢(p)exp(Ap)dpdf 
(5.13) 
(5.14) 
(5.15) 
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(~ f~'ra ~rm 
= (T~¢)(a) - H(~) ~(a,a)N(a)exp(-(A +7)(a - ~)) daexp(-A~) 
J0 
1' /? 1' × ¢(p) exp(Ap) dp d~ + a II(~)¢~ (a, ~) exp(-A~) ¢(p) exp(Ap) dp d~ 
/?i = (T~¢)(a) - a H(() exp(-,~(~ - p)) 
x 13(a, a)N(a) [exp(-()~ + 9')(a - ~)) - lr~(~, ~)1 da d~¢(O ) dp. 
From the above definitions and (5.12), it follows that 
(P¢3) (a) = (S~¢3) (a) + (T~¢~I1-1) (a) + (T~P¢a) (a) + (U~JlH -1) (a) - (UxP¢3) (a). 
Hence, we have 
(P¢3) (a) = (I - T~ + U~) -1 [(S~¢3)(a) + (T~¢2I1-1) (a) + (U~¢IH -1) (a)] 
= (I -- V,k) -1 [(S),~)3)(a) -{- (T~¢2H -1) (a) + (U~¢IH -1) (a)]. 
From (5.8/, (5.9), (5.11), and (5.16), we can conclude the following. 
LEMMA 5.1. The perturbed operator A + C has a compact resolvent and 
(5.16) 
~(A + C) = P~(A + C) = {~ e C I 1 e P~(V~)}, (5.17) 
where a(A) and Pa(A) denote the spectrum of A and the point spectrum oE A, respectively. 
PRoof .  From (5.8) and (5.16), we obtain the expression for ¢1, 
~0 ~ 
¢1(a) ---- exp(-)~a)H(a)exp()~a)H-l(a)¢l(a)da 
_ .~a exp(-,~a)H(a) exp(,ka)H-l(a)H(a) (PCs) (a) da 
= (g¢ l ) (a )  - W(¢1, ¢2, ¢3)(a), 
where the operators H and W are defined by 
~0 ~ 
(H¢I)  (a) = G(a, a)¢l(a) da, 
/o ° w (~,  ~o2, ¢3) (~) = a(a, ~,)rI(o) (x - v~) -1 [ (s~3) (~,) 
+ (T~¢2H -1) (a) + (U~¢~I1-1) (a)] da, 
where 
G(a, a) = exp(-~a) exp(Aa)H(a)II-l(a). 
Since H is a Volterra operator with a continuous kernel, it is a compact operator on LI(0, rm). 
On the other hand, in the same manner as the proof of Lemma 4.5, we can prove that T~ and U~ 
axe compact for all A E C. Let A -- {A E C [ 1 E a(Vx)}. Then it follows that when A E C \ A, 
the operator W is a compact operator from X to L 1(0, tin). In the same way, we can prove that 
¢2(a) and ¢3(a) can be represented by compact operators from X to Ll(0,rm). Consequently, we 
know that A+C has a compact resolvent. So we get that a(A+C) = Pa(A+C) (see [26, p. 187]). 
From the above argument, it follows that C \ A C p(A + C) (p(A + C) denotes the resolvent set 
of A + C), that is, A D a(A + C) = P~(A + C). Since V~ is a compact operator, we know that 
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a(Va) \ {0} = P~(Va) \ {0} and if A E A, there exists an eigenfunction Ca such that VaCa = ¢~. 
Then it is easily seen that if we define the following functions: 
f0 a ¢1(a) ---- - exp(-Aa)II(a) exp(Aa)¢~(a) &r, 
/o ° ¢2(a) = exp(-(A + a)(a - a))[¢~(a)II(a) - A* (cr)¢l (a)] dcr, 
/o ° ¢3(a) = a exp(-(A + v)(a - a))¢2(~r) d¢, 
(¢1(a), ¢2(a),¢a(a)) r gives an eigenvector of A + C corresponding to the eigenvalue A. Then 
A C Pa(A + C) and we conclude that (5.17) holds. 
LEMMA 5.2. Let T(t), t >_ 0 be the Co-semigroup generated by the perturbed operator A + C. 
Then T(t), t > 0 is eventually norm continuous and 
wo(A + C) = s(A + C) = sup{Re# I # E a(A + C)}, (5.18) 
where wo(A + C) denotes the growth bound of the semigroup T(t), t >_ O, and s(A + C) is the. 
spectral bound of the generator A + C. 
PROOF. We define bounded operators C1 and C2 by 
C1¢ = (--)~*¢1, ~*¢1, O~¢2)  r , 62¢ = (--S* (P¢3), s* (P¢3), 0) ~ , ¢ E X. 
Then C = Ct + C2 and A + C1 generates a C0-semigroup S(t), t > 0. Since S(t) is a nilpo- 
tent semigroup, it is eventually norm continuous. Using Assumption 4.4 and similar proof to 
Lemma/1.5, we can prove that C2 is a compact operator in X. Therefore, from Theorem 1.30 in 
[27, p. 44], T(t) is also eventually norm continuous. Since the spectral mapping theorem holds 
for the eventually norm continuous semigroup [27, p. 87], we obtain (5.18). 
If wo(A + C) < 0, the equilibrium u = 0 of system (5.2) is locally exponentially asymptotically 
stable in the sense that there exist e > 0, M >_ 1, and ~/< 0 such that if x E X and IIx]l <: e, 
then the solution u(t, x) of (5.2) exists globally and [[u(t, x)l I <_ Mexp(3,t)IIxH for all t > 0. This 
is the main part of the principle of linearized stability (see [14]). Therefore, in order to study 
the stability of the equilibrium states, we have to know the structure of the set of singular points 
A = {A E C t 1 E P~(V~)}. Since l[v~II --+ 0, if ReA --* +oo, I - V~ is invertible for large values 
of ReA. By the theorem of Steinberg [28], the function A --* (I - V~) -1 is meromorphic n the 
complex domain, and hence, the set A is a discrete set whose elements are poles of (I - V~) -1 of 
finite order. 
Now we shall make use of positive operator theory once more. Our main purpose here is to 
determine the dominant singular point, i.e., the element of the set A with the largest real part. 
From (5.17) and (5.18), the dominant singular point gives the growth bound of the semigroup T(t) 
generated by A + C. First we show the following. 
LEMMA 5.3. Suppose that the following assumption holds. 
ASSUMPTION 5.4. 
e* (rm) < exp (--arm). (5.19) 
Then the operator Vx, A E R is noasupporting with respect o X+ and the followiag holds: 
lim r (V~) --- +oo, lim r (V~) -- 0. (5.20) 
A--*--oo ,k-*+oo 
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PROOF. From (5.15), it follows that 
/r~r~ ~Trri 
X),(a, p) = c~ H(~) exp(-A(~ - p)) l~(a, ¢r)N(a) Jp 
x [exp(-(~ + ~)(o - 4)) - ~(~,  ~)] d~d~ 
[ r~f f  
---- a II(~) exp(-A(~ - p)) [exp(-(A + ~)(a - 4)) - 7rx(a, 4)1 d~;3(a, a)N(a) do" Jp 
=a II(() exp(-A(( - p)) exp(-(A + ~,)(a - ()) Jp 
// ] -o~ exp(-(A + 7)(a - r/)) - exp(-(,~ + o0(n - ()) drl dg~(a,~)N(~)da 
(5.21) 
=c~ II(() exp(-A(( - p)) exp (-(A + 7)a ) exp ((A + 7)() ap 
-c~exp((,~+c~)() exp((~,-c~)r/) an e~(a ,o )g(~)ao  
=c~ r" ~a  II(~)[exp ('y~)- (~exp (c~)~aexp((7-c~)~/)dr/] d~ 
X exp (-(A + 7)a) exp (Ap) fl(a, a)Y(a)  do'. 
In the foilowing, we will show that Assumption 5.4 guarantees that the operator V~ is strictly 
positive. In fact, note that 
i ° /; = II(~) exp(7() d~ - (~ YI(() exp(cz~ exp((7 - ~)n) d~/d~ 
: ~a  II(~) exp(7~) d~ - H( , )exp(~)~a exp((~/- a)7/) d~/[: 
// // + exp(a 0 ( -a*(0)  H(~) exp((7 - (~)~/) d~/d~ (5.22) 
- exp(~()II(() exp((7 - ~)() d~ 
= II(p) exp(ap) exp(( 7 - a)~/) d• - exp(a()A*(()II(~) exp(('~ - a)r/) dn d~ 
// //// = H(p) exp(ap) exp((7 - a)r/) d~/- exp(a()A* (()H(() d~ exp((7 - a)r/) d~/ 
Since H(p) exp(c~p) - f2 eC'g)¢(()II(() d~ is an increasing function of p, we have 
(5.2a) 
>_ ~a [H(0)-  ~rm exp(a~)A'(~)II(~)d~] exp(('~ - a)~/)dr/ 
_> ~a [II(0)exp(-(~rm)- ~r"  exp(-~(rm-,))A*( ,) I I ( , )  d~] exp(7~/) dr /
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= [exp(-~rm) - e* (rm)] exp('yr]) dr/ 
I ° ----- [exp(--O~rm) -- e* (rm)l exp(3'~) dr/. 
From (5.21)-(5.23), it follows that 
x~(a,p) --- ~ [exp ( -~m)  - e* (~m)] ~(a, ~)N(o) 
× exp(-(a + ~)o) exp(ap) exp(~m) a,7 do 
fp 
T"m 
_> ~ [exp (--~rm) -- e* (r~)] ~(~, o)g(~,) 
// x exp(- (~ + 7)a) exp(()~ + ",/)rl) exp(-()~ + a)r/) exp((,~ + cQp) dr/da 
j~p r m  = [exp (--t~rm) - e* (rm)Jt3(a,a)N(a)Tr~(a,p)da 
= Go (rm) j3(a, a)N(a)rr~(a, p) da, 
where 
Go (rm) = exp (-c~rm)-e * (rm) , 
r~(G, p) = a f f  
(5.23)(cont.) 
(5.24) 
exp(-()~+7)(a-r/))  exp( - (A+a)(r / -p) )  dy. 
From the above discussion, we know that if Assumption 5.4 holds, then the operator V~, A E R 
is positive. By expression (5.24), we have for A E R, 
x~(a, p) > G0 (rm) ¢~(a, p). (5.25) 
Therefore, in order to show the nonsupporting property of V~, A E R, it suffices to prove that 
the integral operator 2b~ defined by 
\¢ / (a )  = ¢~(a,p)¢(p)dp, ¢ e X, (5.26) 
is nonsupporting. It is easy to verify the inequality 
2b~¢ > (fA,¢)e, e = 1 E X+, ¢ E X+, (5.27) 
where the linear function f~ is defined by 
(f~,¢l = form [fpr"s(x)N(x)lr~(x,p)dx] ¢(p)dp. 
Then it follows that for all integers n, 
T~+l~b _> (f~,~:)(f~,e)ne. 
Since f~ is strictly positive and the constant function e --- 1 is a quasi-interior point of L 1 (0, rm), 
it follows that (F, ~b~¢) > 0 for every pair ~: E X+ \ {0}, F E X~_ \ {0}. Then T~, A E R is 
nonsupporting. Next we show (5.20). 
From (5.25) and (5.27), we obtain 
V~¢ >_ Go (rm) T~¢ >_ Go (rm) (f~, ¢)e, A E R, ¢ E X+. 
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Taking duality pairing with the eigenfunctional Fx of V~ that corresponds to r(V~), we have 
r(V~)(F~, ¢) _> G0 (r~)(F~,e)(f~,¢). 
If we let ~b -- e, we arrive at the inequality 
r(Vx) > Go (rm) fx, e), 
where 
(f ~, e) = s(x)N(x)~r ~(x, p) dz dp 
= for" foZS(x)N(x)rx(x,p)dpdx 
= for"~s(x)N(X) fo~rx(x,p)dpdx. 
If a = % then ~rx(x, p) = ae-(~+~)(=-~)(x -p) ,  and hence, 
(5.2s) 
~0 ~ " f0 ~ 
0 <_ ~r~(x, p) dp a e -(A+c~)(x-p)(x -- p) dp 
A+a , A+a A+a " 
(5.29) 
From (5.28) and (5.29), it follows that 
(fA, e) > e ,,,-~ N(x) A + "~ + - -  
since N(x) > 0 for x ~ [rm - a, rm), we know that 
1 1 ] 
A+a A+ae (~+a)z dx, 
lim r(V~) = +oo. 
If a ~ % without loss of generality, we assume that "r > a (the discussion for a > 7 is similar to 
> a), then 
~ x lr~(x, p) = a e -(~+~)(~-') • e-(~+~)('-p) d~ 
Z = ae -(a+a):~ • e (~+~)° e (~-~)~ dr1 
-), - oL 
= ~ [C-(X+~)(x-P) _ e-(X+~l(x-P)] , 
/0 
x o~ e -(~+~)(x-p) -- e -(~+'r)(x-p) dp 0 < ~r~ (x, p) dp = _--~ 
- ~/ -~ [e,(A+a)XfoZe(~+a)Pdp_e-(;~+-r)X~Xe(~+~)Pdp ] 
_ oL ( 1 1._...~_+l._.~e_(),+,y)x 1 e_(,x+~)x) 
3' a A+a A+'y A+' r  A+a 
_ a [ (  1 1 ) _~e_a :c (  e -~x e~ "y~ '~] 
~-~ ~7o~ ~¥~, 1+~/~ l+~/~) j  
(5.30) 
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Since Nix ) > 0 for x E [rm - ~, rm), from (5.28) and (5.29), we get 
i ') (IA, e) >_ e ~ r..-~ N(x) A + a A -~ 7" - ~e 1 + (~/A 1 + "r/A)] dx, 
therefore, 
lim r(VA) = +co. A-*-oo 
On the other hand, we obtain 
y~¢ < T~¢ < ~¢ < (g~, ¢)e, ~ E R, ¢ ~ X+, 
where the positive functional gA is defined by 
/0" [/? ] <gA, ¢> = M N(x)zrA (x, p) dx ¢(p) dp, 
where M = esssup J(a, ,). Then we obtain the estimate 
[ ( 1 1 e(A+a)m) ] dx, if'),----a, O~ e_(.k_i_a) x X-f A-[-O~ A-bc~ M f~'~ N(x) -A-kc~ 
r(Vx) < <g;~,e) =
7-a  ATa A+ 7 -]e-)'X\lff .  a/A l+7/A/ j  dx, if'r@a. 
From which we can conclude that 
lim r(V~) = O. A--*-t-oo 
This completes the proof. 
From Assumption 5.4 and expression (5.21), the kernel xA(a,p) is strictly decreasing as a 
function of A E R. Using Proposition 4.3, we know that the function A ~ r(VA) is strictly 
decreasing for A E R. Moreover, if there exists A E R such that r(VA) -- 1, then A E A, because 
r(V~) E Pa(V~). From the monotonicity of r(V~) and (5.20), it is easy to see that the following 
holds. 
LEMMA 5.5. Under Assumption 5.4, there exists a unique Ao E R M A such that r(V~o ) = 1, and 
A0 > 0 if r(Vo) > 1; A0 = 0 if r(Vo) = 1; Ao < 0 ifr(V0) < 1. 
Next, by using the similar argument as Theorem 6.13 in [29], we can prove that Ao is the 
dominant singular point. 
LEMMA 5.6. Suppose that Assumption 5.4 holds. If there exists a A E A, A ¢ Ao, then ReA < A0. 
PROOF. Suppose that A E A and VA¢ -- ¢, then [Vx¢[ -- [~[, where [¢[(a) = [¢(a)[. From 
expression (5.21), it follows that VReA[¢[ >_ [¢[. Taking duality pairing with FReA E X~_ on 
both sides, we have r(VRe~)(FaeA, [¢[> _> (FReA, [¢[), from which we conclude that r(VReA) >_ 1, 
because FReA is strictly positive. Since r(VA),A E R is a decreasing function, we obtain that 
ReA <_ Ao. If ReA = Ao, then VAo[¢[ -- ]¢[. In fact, if we suppose that VAo[¢[ > [¢[, taking 
duality pairing with the eigenfunctional Fo corresponding to r(VAo) -- 1 on both sides yields 
(Fo, i¢[) > (F0, I¢[), which is a contradiction. Then we can write that ]¢[ -- c¢0 for some 
constant c which we may assume to be one, where ¢0 is the eigenfunction corresponding to 
r(V~o) -- 1. Hence, ¢(a) = ¢0(a)exp(iv(a)) for some real-valued function ~(a). If we substitute 
this relation into V~o¢O = ]V~¢], we obtain 
a L r "  Lrm L~H(, )  [e~-ae~ ~C~e('r-~)~ d l] d~ 
x/3(a, a)N(a)e-A°(a-P)e -~a da¢o(p) dp 
---a L r'~ L r'~ L a l - I ( , ) [e ' r ' -ae  a' ~a e (~-a)" d~l] d~ 
xZ(a, a)N(cr)e-(A°+ilmA)(a-P) e i~(p) da¢o(p) dp . 
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From [29, Lemma 6.12], it follows that - ImA(ap) + v(p) = 0 for some constant 0. Using the 
relation VA¢ = ¢, we obtain that e~°Vxo¢0 = ¢0e ~(p), so 0 = v(p), which implies that Im A = 0. 
This completes the proof of Lemma 5.6. 
THEOREM 5.7. Under Assumption 5.4, the equilibrium state 
(s*(a),e*(a),C(a)y, 
for (2.7a)-(2.7c) is locally asymptotically stable fir(V0) < 1 and locally unstable fir(V0) > 1. 
PROOF. From Lemmas 5.5 and 5.6, we conclude that sup{ReA : 1 E Pa(VA)} = A0. Hence, it 
follows that s(A q- C) = sup{ReA : 1 E Pa(VA)} < 0 if r(Vo) < 1, and s(A + C) > 0 if r(Vo) > 1. 
This completes the proof. 
Now we can state the local stability results for our SEIR epidemic model. 
THEOREM 5.8. LOCAL STABILITY RESULTS, Let r(T) be the spectra/radius of the operator T 
defined by (4.5). Then the following hold. 
(1) If r(T) < 1, the trivial equilibrium point of (2.7a)-(2.7c) is locally asymptotically stable. 
(2) If  r(T) > 1, the trivial equilibrium point of (2.7a)-(2.7c) is urrstable. 
(3) I f  r(T) > 1 and Assumption 5.4 holds for an endem/c steady state, it is locally asymptot- 
ically stable. 
PROOF. By our definition (4.5) and (5.26), note that T = 7~0. Since Assumption 5.4 is satis- 
fied for the trivial steady state, it is sufficient o consider only the case that Assumption 5.4 
holds. From (5.13) and (5.24), we know that Ux, Vx are positive operators for A E R under 
Assumption 5.4, and it follows that 
V~ < Tx _< T.~, for A E R, (.5.31) 
which implies that r(Vo) <_ r(To) = r(T), where the equality holds if and only if A*(a) - 0, which 
corresponds to the trivial equilibrium state. Hence, for the trivial equilibrium state, Theorem 5.7 
says that if r(T) = r(V0) < 1, it is locally asymptotically stable and it is unstable if r(T) = 
r(V0) > 1. Next we show the result (3). By Theorem 5.7, it suffices to show that r(V0) < 1 for 
the endemic equilibrium state. From (5.13), we obtain the inequality r(Vx) < r(TA), A E R, since 
Tx is nonsupporting for A E R and Vx ~ TA when A*(a) ~ 0. In particular, the nonsupporting 
operator To has an expression 
(To¢)(a) = for" ¢(a,a)exp ( -  foaA*(~?) d~l) ¢(a) da. (5.32) 
Since A*(a) is a nontrivial positive solution of x = ¢(x), it follows that To has a positive eigen- 
function A* (a) corresponding to eigenvalue one. Since a nonsupporting operator has only one 
positive eigenfunction corresponding to its spectral radius, we conclude that r(To) = 1, and 
hence, r(Vo) < 1. This shows that the endemic equilibrium state satisfying Assumption 5.4 is 
locally asymptotically stable. The proof of Theorem 5.8 is complete. 
We have not determined what kind of conditions could guarantee Assumption 5.4, since it 
would be difficult to answer the question if we consider it under most general conditions. Let us 
consider a simple case in the following example. 
EXAMPLE 5.9. Suppose that the transmission coefficient ~ is constant and a ~ 7- In this case, 
the steady state is given by 
s* (a )  = e 
I" e*(a) = A* e-~'(~-~)e -~'~ da = - -  
I" i*(a) = ~r(a, n)~* e -)''" dn 
,-y - o~ 
- , 
1 ooo]- 
a- ,X*  - "r - ~ ~r -- "~ - ' 
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where the constant force of infection ~* at the steady state is given by 
~0 rm )~* = ~ N(a)i*(a) da. (5.33) 
Define a function f()~) as follows: 
f()~) = 7 c~ ~or" [ l * (e-~a ~ - - 7-----~l (e -~a-e '~) ]  N(a)da" (5.34) 
Then (5.33) yields the characteristic equation A*(1 - f ( )¢ ) )  = 0. In particular, it follows that  
f(O) = r(T).  Since f(A) has an expression 
° F/0 ° 
- (e-o(o-x)_ dxN(a) 
then f(A) is strictly decreasing for A e R. If f (0)  < 1, ~* = 0 is the only nonnegative solution 
of the characteristic equation and if f (0)  > 1, there exists another possible solution which is 
given as a unique positive solution of the equation f(A) -- 1. If we define the critical value of the 
transmission rate by 
a (1 - e -aa)  - 1 ~(1-e  -'ya) N(a)da  , (5 .35)  
then f(0)  = ~/~*, and the equation f(A) = 1 has only positive root if and only if/3 > fP and it 
has a zero solution if ~ -- fP. On the other hand, we obtain 
" (  ) Go ( rm)  = e - "~ - e* ( rm)  = e - " r~ Ce--)~* e -X*rm --e ar,~ 
OL e_Otrm __ .e_~.  r .  t . 
a - ~*  a - ~*  
(5.36) 
From (5.36), we know that  a necessary condition to show that  Go(rm) > 0 is A* < r~n 1 < a 
(from the  physical meaning, it is always that  rm 1 < (~). Moreover, if A* (the total infectivity) is 
sufficiently small, then Go(tin) > 0. That  is, inequality (5.19) holds. This situation is possible 
if f~ is sufficiently near to the critical value ~*, because in this case, the positive root of )~* of 
f(A) = 1 is small enough. 
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